### Comparative Literature

**Comparative Literature - Joint Honours MA**

Comparative Literature and one of: Arabic, French \(^w\), German \(^w\), Italian \(^w\), Persian \(^l\), Russian \(^w\), Spanish \(^w\)

\(^w\) Available also as 'With Integrated Year Abroad' degree  
\(^l\) Timetable clash exists, alternative hours are arranged for the language.

#### Comparative Literature Element of Joint Honours MA

**First Year:** 40 credits: CO1001 and CO1002.

**Second Year:** 40 credits: CO2001 and CO2002 - with an average of grade 11 or better

OR With the approval of the UG Comparative Literature Programme Director, a pass in one of CO2001, CO2002 and 20 credits in cognate subject – with an average of 11 required in CO and the cognate subject.

**Third Year:** 30 credits: CO3000 - CO3019;  
30 credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049.

**Fourth Year:** 30 credits: CO4000 - CO4019;  
30 further credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049, CO4098 or ML4794 to a total of between 90 and 150 credits in Comparative Literature across Third and Fourth years.

In total, at least 210 credits must be achieved at 3000 and 4000 level, including at least 90 credits at 4000 level.

Subject to the approval of any other School involved, one year or one semester may be spent in Study Abroad on a recognised Exchange scheme.

---

**Comparative Literature and one of:** Ancient History, Art History, Biblical Studies, Classical Studies, Classics, English, Film Studies, Geography, Greek, Hebrew, International Relations, Latin, Management, Mediaeval History, Modern History, Philosophy, Social Anthropology

#### Comparative Literature Element of Joint Honours MA

**First Year:** 40 credits: CO1001 and CO1002.

**Second Year:** 40 credits: CO2001 and CO2002 - with an average of grade 11 or better

OR With the approval of the UG Comparative Literature Programme Director, a pass in one of CO2001, CO2002 and 20 credits in cognate subject – with an average of 11 required in CO and the cognate subject.

**Third Year:** 30 credits: CO3000 - CO3019;  
30 credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049.

**Fourth Year:** 30 credits: CO4000 - CO4019;  
30 further credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049, CO4098 or ML4794

In total, at least 210 credits must be achieved at 3000 and 4000 level, including at least 90 credits at 4000 level.

Subject to the approval of any other School involved, one year or one semester may be spent in Study Abroad on a recognised Exchange scheme.
## Comparative Literature - Triple Honours MA

**Comparative Literature and two of:** Arabic, French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish

All of the above are available also as 'With Integrated Year Abroad’

With Integrated Year Abroad Degrees are only available where the WIYA is taken in another language, WIYA is not available in Arabic.

### Comparative Literature Element of MA Triple Subject Honours:

**First Year:** 40 credits: CO1001 and CO1002.

**Second Year:** 40 credits: CO2001 and CO2002 - with an average of grade 11 or better

OR With the approval of the UG Comparative Literature Programme Director, a pass in one of CO2001, CO2002 and 20 credits in cognate subject – with an average of 11 required in CO and the cognate subject.

**Third Year:** 30 credits: CO3000 - CO3019;

Up to 30 credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049.

**Fourth Year:** 30 credits: CO4000 - CO4019;

Up to 30 further credits: CO3020 - CO3049, CO4020 - CO4049, CO4098 or ML4794.

In total, 240 credits must be achieved at 3000 and 4000 level, including at least 90 credits at 4000 level. A minimum of 60 credits and a maximum of 120 credits may be chosen from each subject.

One year or one semester may be spent in Study Abroad on a recognised Exchange scheme.

Though not part of the Comparative Literature requirement, the WIYA (5 year) versions of these degrees will necessarily require a year spent abroad according to the programme requirements detailed for the language studied (see French, German, Italian, Russian or Spanish).